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Dear fellow IG/WG chairs,
I'm sharing below a summary of updates on the current ac5vi5es around
so8ware that I would have loved to discuss with you: I hope this will help
in your mee5ng.
All the best
-Roberto
High level summary
-----------------+ there is growing interest worldwide in so8ware as a ﬁrst class research output,
and the number of subscribers in the IG/WG groups show that this subject is
a`rac5ng interest in RDA too (~100 subscribers to the IG, 65 for the WG);
+ there are a variety of communi5es sharing interest in research so8ware,
so we should strive to join forces as much as possible, to avoid
dispersion of eﬀorts, and improve the chances of seeing our outputs
adopted
+ as a concrete step in this direc5on, the Source Code Iden5ﬁca5on WG
has been created as a joint eﬀort with Force 11, and kicked oﬀ at
the P10 Philaldelphia plenary and we have decided on the following plan:
- kickoﬀ at RDA 13 (Philadelphia, April 2019) (done)
- second mee5ng at Force 11 (Edimburgh, 16-17 October 2019)
- third mee5ng at RDA 15 (April 2020)
- 4th and ﬁnal mee5ng + outcomes: October 2020 both at Force 11 and RDA
+ research so8ware has a`racted a broader a`en5on over the past years,
but there are places where it has been at the centerstage for decades: we
need to learn from their experience and best prac5ce
Notes from the kickoﬀ of the Source Code Iden5ﬁca5on Working Group
---------------------------------------------------------------------The Kickoﬀ of the WG was quite intense, and here are a few takeouts:
- iden5fying source code is a complex issue
- there are at least two dis5nct main objec5ves for source code
iden5ﬁca5on: reproducibility and credit;
each has clearly diﬀerent 5mescales and requirements
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- we reviewed the general framework for iden5ﬁers systems that
dis5nguishes DIOs and IDOs (see h`ps://hal.archives-ouvertes.fr/hal-01865790/);
there was general agreements on the following:
+ IDOs are necessary for reproducibility,
+ DIOs are needed for credit and cita5on
+ both are needed in a scholarly environment
- we reviewed four diﬀerent exis5ng approaches that provided ground for thought
1) So8ware Heritage and its IDOs (the SWH-IDs), for reprodicibility/traceability
2) the ASCL registry, with its DIOs and the detailed cura5on process
3) the swmath.org approach to so8ware iden5ﬁca5on (DIOs with curated metadata extracted from publica5ons)
4) the moderated scien5ﬁc so8ware deposit in So8ware Heritage via the HAL open access portal
(curated metadata via modera5on, with DIOs for the metadata and IDOs for
the traceability of so8ware, that can evolve asynchronously)
- we drew some important lessons from this work :
- IDOs allow to iden5fy a precise version of a so8ware project, and
require no source of authority; for reproducibility, that's the way to go
- for a`ribu5on, credit, and in general the metadata associated to a
so8ware project, we need a registry, and DIOs to iden5fy the proper entries
- modera5on of metadata is essen5al to get the quality results needed
for proper a`ribu5on and credit in the scholarly world
- there are many decisions that go into crea5ng proper metadata, and
these require a source of authority, which is not necessarily the
owner of the so8ware project
- we concluded that there is a need to learn more about the source of
authority, and the methods used to iden5fy so8ware that exist already
in the various ins5tu5ons.
-Roberto Di Cosmo
-----------------------------------------------------------------Computer Science Professor
(on leave at INRIA from IRIF/University Paris Diderot)
Director
So8ware Heritage
h`ps://www.so8wareheritage.org
INRIA
Bureau C328
E-mail : roberto@dicosmo.org
2, Rue Simone Iﬀ
Web page : h`p://www.dicosmo.org
CS 42112
Twi`er : h`p://twi`er.com/rdicosmo
75589 Paris Cedex 12
Tel : +33 1 80 49 44 42
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